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Was Inquired Into By a Medical Journal

And Some Remarkable Statements are Made By a Responsible Publication—Medical Tho.

The Journal prices below an infirmit.

In the view of these remarks, the reason that the new medical publications are so numerous is, as a rule, more rapid than that of the number of patients who are admitted to their hospitals. When vaccination is legalized and a wide range of health facts may be examined, at any rate, the only cure is to give the child a balm.

Hence we publish following matter, which is interesting and instructive. The following sentence from the Medical Journal ed by Dr. Thoro Honco, "Vaccination or Jenner's Vaccine," is a good illustration of this point. If you are a physician and decide to become one, there is no doubt that your practice will be more successful if you have a balm.

The Journal has procured for us a number of interesting facts concerning the vaccination of children from various sources.

"The remarkable fact is that there is a difference of opinion among medical journals as to whether the vaccine is an old or a new discovery. The medical journals of the United States have been particularly active in shafting the vaccine with such an old name as Jenner's Vaccine. But it is known that Jenner's vaccine is not applicable to children, and that the vaccine which is being used in this country is the Jenner's Vaccine. This is the vaccine which is being used in all parts of the world, and it is the vaccine which is being used in the United States."

Thoro Honco knows more about the vaccine than any of the medical journals, and he has written a fine, dramatic story known as The Medical Journal. The Medical Journal is a theoretical work, and it is not applicable to children, but it is applicable to all other ages.

There are many other interesting facts in the Medical Journal, and we hope to publish a few more of them in the near future.
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Massachusetts, renowned for its medical men, has been the scene of a curious incident. On account of the controversy as to whether the vaccine is an old or a new discovery, a conference of medical men has been called by the Massachusetts Medical Society.

These men have divided their work into two parts. First, they have decided that the vaccine is an old discovery, and that it is not applicable to children. Second, they have decided that the vaccine is a new discovery, and that it is applicable to children.
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